1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Patients surviving severe brain damage may develop a long-term disorder of consciousness (DOC), such as vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS) or minimally conscious state (MCS). Evidence from brain imaging studies suggests that disconnections within thalamocortical areas of the default mode network (DMN) are implicated in DOCs ([@bb0025]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0105]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0265]). The posteromedial cortex (PMC, i.e., precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex) is the structural ([@bb0100]) and functional ([@bb0250]) core of the DMN, and is involved in a variety of functions, including self-processing, self-awareness, and consciousness ([@bb0035]). Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) of DOC patients has revealed white matter damage in connections between the PMC and thalamus ([@bb0070]). A resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study found reduced PMC-thalamic fluctuations in DOC patients compared with healthy controls ([@bb0025]), which accords well with our previous findings of disrupted functional connectivity between the PMC and thalamus in DOC patients ([@bb0105]). These findings suggest that the PMC and thalamus play important roles in determining levels of consciousness. Other studies have shown fMRI or PET can help in predicting recovery from a DOC. For example, functional connectivity strength discriminated between DOC patients who regained consciousness within 3 months and those who did not, with the most discriminative region being the PMC ([@bb0285]), and PET predicted long-term recovery (i.e., 12 months after baseline assessment) of patients with VS/UWS ([@bb0245]).

Previous studies of the PMC in DOC patients have investigated this large region as a whole ([@bb0025]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0105]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0265]). However, some work provides strong evidence of anatomical diversity and functional heterogeneity in the PMC ([@bb0035]; [@bb0175]; [@bb0295]). We previously used whole brain white matter tractography in healthy participants to reveal particularly strong connections between dorsal parts of the PMC and the thalamus ([@bb0295]). Dorsal parts of the PMC are reported to have fundamental roles in self-awareness ([@bb0055]; [@bb0130]) and in altered state of consciousness ([@bb0170]), which suggests that, rather than the structure as a whole, particular parts of the PMC may be specifically involved in determining levels of consciousness. If so, this could have implications for using neuroimaging to facilitate more accurate diagnoses of DOCs and more reliably predict patient outcomes. The aim of the present study was to identify subdivisions of the PMC that may be specifically implicated in DOCs. We first used fiber tractography within regions of the DMN to identify subdivisions of the PMC and thalamus. White matter integrity between PMC and thalamus subdivisions, and brain activity within PMC subdivisions, was then compared across VS/UWS patients, MCS patients, and healthy controls, and between DOC patients who recovered after 12 months and those who did not.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

We recruited 79 patients with a DOC (VS/UWS, n = 62; MCS, n = 17) from the PLA Army General Hospital in Beijing between January 2014 and May 2016. All patients had received a severe brain injury caused by trauma, anoxia or stroke/cerebrovascular accident more than one month prior to recruitment. Patients were evaluated at least twice weekly within the two weeks before baseline, and their diagnosis of either VS/UWS or MCS was based on the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) assessment with the highest diagnostic level during this time, as per [@bb0085]. Exclusion criteria were having brain damage exceeding 30% of total brain volume, any contraindications to MRI scanning, being sedated or anesthetized during MRI acquisition, or having died during follow-up. The duration of follow-up was at least 12 months after baseline, with clinical examinations using the CRS-R and Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) ([@bb0110]). Patients with a GOS level of 3--5 were considered to have recovered from their DOC (levels 1 and 2 represent dead and VS/UWS or MCS, respectively) The GOS is commonly used to assess recovery from DOCs (e.g., [@bb0195]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0285]). The GOS has the advantage of being easy to administer and has a good inter-rater reliability of 92% ([@bb0280]) that suggests the potential for bias across multiple raters is minimal. Most patients were evaluated at follow-up as outpatients, with those outside Beijing evaluated by local health care physicians. After excluding patients with incomplete follow-up assessments (n = 6), severe motion artifacts and poor quality MRI (n = 27), or failed registration or preprocessing because of severe structural deformations (n = 13), our study sample comprised 21 VS/UWS and 12 MCS patients. A group of 29 gender-matched healthy controls (HCs) were recruited. None of the HCs had a history of psychiatric or neurological illness, head injury, or drug or alcohol abuse. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the PLA Army General Hospital. All HCs and surrogates for the DOC patients provided written informed consent.

2.2. MRI data acquisition {#s0020}
-------------------------

All participants underwent dMRI, resting state fMRI and T1-weighted MRI scanning on a 3 T GE Discovery MR750 scanner (GE Medical Systems). The major acquisition parameters for dMRI data included: repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 9000/81.9 ms, thickness/gap = 2.0/0 mm, flip angle = 90°, matrix size = 128 × 128 × 75, voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^. For each participant, a total of 67 volumes were acquired, including 3 non-diffusion-weighted volumes (b = 0 s mm^−2^) and 64 non-collinear gradient directions (b = 1000 s mm^−2^). Resting state fMRI data were acquired axially using an echo-planar imaging sequence sensitive to blood oxygen level-dependent contrast. The acquisition parameters were TR/TE = 2000/30 ms, thickness/gap = 4.0/0.6 mm, flip angle = 90°, matrix size = 64 × 64 × 39, voxel size = 3.75 × 3.75 × 4 mm^3^, 210 volumes were obtained for each participant. Sagittal T1-weighted structural MRI scans were obtained using the following optimized acquisition parameters: TR/TE = 8.16/3.18 ms, thickness/gap = 1.0/0 mm, flip angle = 7°, matrix size = 256 × 256 × 188; and voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^.

2.3. MRI data preprocessing {#s0025}
---------------------------

The diffusion MR data were preprocessed using the FSL Diffusion Toolbox (FMRIB Software Library, <http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL>). First, corrections for eddy current distortions and head motion were performed by aligning all diffusion-weighted images to the non-diffusion-weighted image (the b0 volume). To ensure accurate brain masks and anatomical registration, T1-weighted images were processed with the Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12, Structural Brain Mapping Group, [http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/](http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat){#ir0010}). The brain mask in diffusion space was then separated from the skull using the binarized skull-stripped T1-weighted images. Next, the skull-stripped T1-weighted image was aligned with b0 volume and diffusion images. In addition, each coregistered T1-weighted image was first linearly then nonlinearly warped to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. The derived transformation parameters were then inverted and used to warp the seed and target masks from MNI space to the native dMRI space using a nearest neighbor interpolation. The registration procedures were performed using Aladin and F3D tools from the NiftyReg package ([https://sourceforge.net/projects/niftyreg/](https://sourceforge.net/projects/niftyreg){#ir0015}). The diffusion-weighted data for each participant were visually inspected to ensure there were no apparent artifacts arising from acquisition or data processing procedures.

Resting state fMRI data were preprocessed in the native space of each participant using Data Processing & Analysis for Brain Imaging toolbox (DPABI) ([@bb0290]). Of the 210 volumes for each participant, the first 10 were discarded and the remainders underwent slice timing and motion correction, and were resampled to a stereoscopic 3 mm^3^. In order to retain the temporal structures of patients with large head displacement, images with maximum displacement in the cardinal direction \>3 mm, or maximum spin \>3° from the previous frame were treated as outliers and included as nuisance regressors ([@bb0050]). In subsequent functional statistical analysis, we included head motion indexed by mean framewise displacement ([@bb0205]) as a confounding factor in the statistical models. Linear regression was performed to remove the influence of head motion, linear trends, white matter and CSF signals. Finally, data were temporally filtered to keep frequencies of 0.01--0.08 Hz, to reduce low-frequency drift and high-frequency noise. Images were smoothed with a Gaussian filter of full width at half maximum value of 6 mm.

2.4. Structural connectivity-based parcellation of the PMC and thalamus to the DMN {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated 6 ROIs: the PMC, thalamus, superior frontal gyrus (SFG), angular gyrus, hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC). The ROIs are shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. Our connectivity-based parcellation scheme is similar to that previously reported by [@bb0045]. The mask for the PMC was manually drawn on a template of standard MNI152 space, with a detailed definition of the boundaries described elsewhere ([@bb0295]). Other masks were obtained either from FSL\'s Harvard-Oxford Cortical and Subcortical Structural probabilistic atlases, including those for the thalamus, hippocampus, SFG and angular gyrus, or from the Stanford FIND Lab functional ROI database, for the MPFC ([@bb0230]). Note that we did not include the midcingulate cortex as a ROI in our analysis, despite it being investigated by [@bb0045]. This is because the midcingulate cortex is not often reported as part of the DMN ([@bb0095]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0255]), and it has minimal connections with the PMC ([@bb0015]; [@bb0045]).Fig. 1The seeds and targets for the parcellation of the posteromedial cortex (PMC, A), and parcellation maps of the PMC (B) and the thalamus (C). First row shows the maximum probabilistic map (MPM) for PMC and thalamic subdivisions and ROIs from a group of healthy controls (HCs) registered to Montreal Neurological Institute space. Second to fourth rows show parcellation maps and ROIs in individual space for a representative HC, minimally conscious state (MCS) patient, and a vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS) patient. Each voxel of the PMC (or thalamus) was assigned to 1 of 5 target DMN ROIs, which include the thalamus (or PMC), MPFC, hippocampus, superior frontal gyrus, and angular gyrus, based on the number of white matter connections to that region. DMN, default mode network; dpPMC, dorsal and posterior portions of the posteromedial cortex; MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; VPL/Pu/CM, ventral posterior lateral nucleus, pulvinar and centromedian nucleus.Fig. 1

In our structural connectivity-based parcellation, either the PMC or thalamus was the seed, and the remaining 5 ROIs were targets. Probabilistic tractography in FSL was used to determine the number of streamlines (out of 5000) from each voxel of the seed region that had a 50% or greater chance of reaching each target ROI. Each voxel in the seed was assigned to the target ROI that received the highest number of streamlines from that voxel.

2.5. Structural and functional data analysis {#s0035}
--------------------------------------------

Probabilistic tractography was performed in each participant\'s diffusion space to define pathways between distinct PMC subdivisions to corresponding thalamic subdivision and DMN regions. Voxels comprising PMC subdivisions were set as probabilistic tractography seed points (i.e., head region), with the corresponding thalamic subdivision and other DMN ROIs set as the waypoint, termination, and classification target (i.e., tail region, and vice versa). To minimize the effect of spurious connections, mean weighted fractional anisotropy (FA) values for the obtained path connecting head and tail were used to quantify path integrity. A voxel\'s weighted FA was calculated as the voxel\'s FA multiplied by the ratio of streamlines through the voxel to all streamlines in the path. Tractography is dependent on the seeding location, and the probability from the head to tail region is not necessarily equivalent to the probability from the tail to head region ([@bb0030]). For this reason, fiber tracking was performed in both directions between the ROIs, and the mean weighted FA is the average across these. For the resting state fMRI, we extracted the voxel-wise fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF) to generate a map for each subject as per [@bb0300] using DPARSFA software. Individual fALFF maps were then registered into MNI standard space.

2.6. Statistical analysis {#s0040}
-------------------------

We analyzed main effects of group (i.e., VS/UWS, MCS, and HC) for mean weighted FA using ANCOVA, with age and gender as statistical covariates at baseline. Functional validation was performed by comparing fALFF signals from the whole PMC between the VS/UWS and MCS groups. An AlphaSim approach ([@bb0275]) implemented in AFNI software (3dFWHMx and 3dClustSim) was used to correct for multiple comparisons. Potentially confounding factors controlled for in the functional analysis included age, gender, etiology, duration of illness, and mean framewise displacement movement factor.

To investigate the prognostic capacity of our findings, we compared the non-recovered (GOS \< 3) and recovered (GOS ≥ 3) groups on the structural integrity of tracts from the identified PMC subdivisions to the thalamus and other ROIs, and on PMC activity. For this we used general linear models that included age, gender, etiology and duration of illness as covariates. Structural statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 22 (IBM SPSS Statistics), and functional statistical analyses were performed using SPM12 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, [www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm){#ir0020}) and AFNI (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages, Version 17.2.05, <http://afni.nimh.nih.gov>). Statistical significance was set as a two-tailed *p* \< 0.05.

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics {#s0050}
---------------------------------------------

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants are presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} (with individual-level details for the patients in the Supplementary Table). There were no statistically significant differences in age, gender, or etiology between VS/UWS and MCS patients, though the VS/UWS patients had a shorter mean illness duration. At follow-up, 2 of 21 VS/UWS patients and 10 of 12 MCS patients were considered to have recovered (GOS ≥ 3).Table 1Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants.Table 1VS/UWSMCSHCStatisticsN = 21N = 12N = 29*F/χ*^2^/*tp*Age, years45.43 (14.33)37.25 (12.76)37.24 (11.27)*F* = 2.9n.s.Gender (male: female)8: 138: 415: 14*χ*^2^ = 1.27n.s.Etiology (TBI: CVA: ABI)7: 5: 96: 5: 1*χ*^2^ = 1.73n.s.Duration of illness, months3.38 (1.72)14.42 (23.36)*t* = −2.180.04Baseline CRS-R total6.05 (1.12)10.92 (3.85)*t* = −5.47\<0.001Time interval between baseline and follow-up, months21.14 (8.37)18.42 (12.83)*t = 0.74*n.s.Follow-up CRS-R total8.76 (4.40)17.42 (4.21)*t* = −5.52\<0.001Recovered Yes (GOS ≥ 3), N210 No (GOS \< 3), N192[^2][^3]

3.2. Individual parcellation of the PMC and thalamus {#s0055}
----------------------------------------------------

The fine-grained architecture of the PMC and thalamus are shown by maximum probability maps (MPMs) and spaces for representative HC, MCS and VS/UWS individuals in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. We observed the thalamus to be represented mainly in the dorsal and posterior portions of the PMC (dpPMC), including the mesial extent of Brodmann areas 7 and 31, as well as area v23. The MPFC was represented mainly in the ventral and anterior parts of the PMC, and the PMC was represented mainly in regions of the thalamus that included the ventral posterior lateral nucleus (VPL), pulvinar (Pu) and parts of the centromedian nucleus (CM). The average streamlines from each subregion to corresponding target ROIs showed that structural connections decreased across the groups from HC to MCS to VS/UWS ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Structural connectivity fingerprints of all participants from HC, MCS, and VS/UWS groups showing the average number of streamlines from subregions within the posteromedial cortex (PMC, A) and thalamus (B) connecting to corresponding targets. Red lines are the average number of streamlines for each group. HC, healthy control; MCS, minimally conscious state; MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; VS/UWS, vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome.Fig. 2

3.3. Structural and functional analysis of consciousness levels at baseline {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A, the tract between the dpPMC and VPL/Pu/CM mainly includes the splenium (posterior) and body of the corpus callosum, the posterior corona radiata, and retrolenticular part of the internal capsule. The mean weighted FA between the dpPMC and VPL/Pu/CM was significantly different among VS/UWS, MCS, and HC groups after controlling for age and gender (*F* = 56.64, *p* \< 0.001, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B), with post hoc analyses showing that both the VS/UWS and MCS patient groups had less FA than the HC group (*p* \< 0.001), and that VS/UWS patients had less FA than MCS patients (*p* = 0.017, Bonferroni corrected value). In addition, we found VS/UWS patients continued to have less FA than MCS patients (*p* = 0.036) when etiology and duration of illness were included as covariates in addition to age and gender. We also investigated whether the tracts between the ventral and anterior subdivisions of the PMC and the MPFC differed between groups. These tracts showed a significant group effect, with post-hoc analyses revealing differences between both patient groups and the HC group (*p* \< 0.05), but not between the VS/UWS and MCS groups. Results of fMRI analyses revealed that VS/UWS patients had significantly lower fALFF values than MCS patients in the dorsal and ventral posterior PMC (AlphaSim corrected *p* \< 0.05), with the peak location comprising 68.5% of all voxels being in the dpPMC ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining voxels were located in PMC subdivisions connecting to the MPFC (22.3%) and hippocampus (9.2%).Fig. 3Structural connectivity analysis of consciousness levels at baseline. A, group probability maps of reconstructed tracts in healthy controls (HCs) between dpPMC (dorsal and posterior parts of the posteromedial cortex) and VPL/Pu/CM (ventral posterior lateral nucleus, pulvinar and center median nucleus). Maps are thresholded at presence in at least 25% of the participants. B, The mean weighted fractional anisotropy (FA) between dpPMC and VPL/Pu/CM was significantly different among VS/UWS, MCS and HC groups, controlling for the effects of age and gender, and with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. \*\*\**p* \< 0.001; \**p* \< 0.05.Fig. 3Fig. 4Functional activity analysis between vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS) and minimally conscious state (MCS) patients at baseline. A, Patients with VS/UWS showed significantly lower fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF) signal values than MCS patients (corrected *p* \< 0.05, AFNI\'s AlphaSim correction). The color bar indicates T values derived from two-sample *t-*tests. B, The identified abnormal regions were mostly in the PMC subregion connecting to the thalamus (i.e., dpPMC, in red), blue and green denote the abnormal regions in and out of dpPMC, respectively. C, The peak abnormal voxel and 68.5% of abnormal voxels were in the dpPMC.Fig. 4

3.4. Structural and functional analysis in the prediction of recovery {#s0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Compared to the recovered group (GOS ≥ 3), the non-recovered group (GOS \< 3) had less mean FA between the dpPMC and VPL/Pu/CM (*p* = 0.031). No significant effects were found for tracts between the ventral and anterior PMC and MPFC. The fALFF values were significantly decreased in the non-recovered group (AlphaSim corrected *p* \< 0.05, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B); the peak voxel and 81.4% of the voxels showed reduced fALFF in the dpPMC. The remaining voxels were located in PMC subdivisions connecting to the MPFC (11.8%) and hippocampus (6.8%). Specifically, the fALFF values were significantly greater in recovered than in non-recovered VS/UWS patients ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}C). To further validate our individual-level parcellation scheme, we used the MPM derived from our HCs, and a publicly available Brainnetome Atlas ([@bb0060]) with corresponding subregions of the dpPMC, and projected this into individual space. The results were unchanged from those found using our individualized parcellation scheme.Fig. 5Structural and functional analysis in the prediction of recovery. A, The mean weighted fractional anisotropy (FA) was significantly lower in the non-recovered group (GOS \< 3) than the recovered group (GOS ≥ 3). B, The fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF) signal values were significantly lower in the non-recovered group than the recovered group, with the peak abnormal voxel and 81.4% of abnormal voxels in the subregion connecting to the thalamus. The color bar indicates T values derived from two-sample *t-*tests. C, The fALFF values were significantly greater in recovered than in non-recovered VS/UWS groups. Error bars represent SD. \**p* \< 0.05.Fig. 5

4. Discussion {#s0070}
=============

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to show that tracts connecting specific PMC and thalamic subdivisions are implicated in DOCs. We found that dorsal and posterior portions of the PMC had pathways to the thalamus (VPL, Pu, and CM) with less white matter integrity, and had less resting state brain activity, in VS/UWS patients than in MCS patients, as well as in patients who did not recover after 12 months than in patients who did.

There being less PMC activity in VS/UWS patients than in MCS patients is consistent with previous work ([@bb0265]), and with evidence suggesting that the PMC plays a central role in mediating activity within the DMN ([@bb0075]). The PMC has been previously reported as the region where activity is most predictive of whether coma and VS/UWS patients wake within 3 months ([@bb0285]), and seems to have a crucial role in the recovery of consciousness ([@bb0155]; [@bb0270]) that includes being the first cerebral region to increase activity in conscious waking from a vegetative state ([@bb0010]; [@bb0150]). A mesocircuit model of consciousness posits that cortico-thalamic-cortical loop systems involving the precuneus/posterior medial parietal complex are particularly vulnerable to injury ([@bb0090]; [@bb0225]) and that a progressive increase in neural activity within these networks leads to regaining consciousness ([@bb0145]). Our findings support the notion that disruptions within the corticothalamic system, particularly involving distinct subdivisions of the PMC and thalamus, underpin DOCs and the emerging from these. The PMC subdivisions we identified include the dorsal and posterior precuneus and ventral posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) posterior to the splenium of the corpus callosum. Previous research has shown important roles for these regions in various states of consciousness and conscious experience ([@bb0130]; [@bb0190]), and functional connectivity between the ventral PMC and MPFC is reported to predict recovery from coma ([@bb0235]). Our study extends the known roles of these regions in consciousness, by showing their involvement in DOCs.

The presence of dense connections between dorsal and posterior parts of the PMC and the thalamus in HCs has been previously reported ([@bb0020]; [@bb0045]), and suggests the capacity of these tracts to convey rich information flow consistent with a role in the neural network subserving consciousness ([@bb0025]; [@bb0070]). It is thus not surprising that we found disrupted connectivity between the PMC and thalamus in DOC patients and that this was greater for those with VS/UWS than with MCS, supporting previous reports of the structural integrity of these tracts being correlated with CRS-R scores ([@bb0265]; [@bb0285]), DOC categories ([@bb0070]), and the recovery of consciousness from VS/UWS ([@bb0160]). Others have also implicated tracts between the PMC and thalamus in the pathophysiologic basis of DOCs ([@bb0145]), and in the recovery from these ([@bb0140]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0285]). Recovery from a vegetative state is also more likely with less damage to the corpus callosum ([@bb0125]), through which many of the PMC to thalamus tracts pass. These previous reports on recovery from DOCs fit with our finding of less PMC-thalamic disruption in DOC patients who recovered within 12 months than in those who did not. Some of our patients had traumatic head injuries, to which tracts between the PMC and thalamus are vulnerable ([@bb0165]) because of mechanical shearing forces ([@bb0080]). However, while other of our DOC patients did not have a traumatic etiology, such cases have been previously reported to nevertheless have damage in white matter bundles including the corpus callosum ([@bb0180]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0260]) and thalamus ([@bb0185]).

We found that the tracts from specific subdivisions of the PMC targeted specific subdivisions of the thalamus, including the VPL/Pu/CM. Previous evidence also implicates the thalamus in DOCs. Thalamic lesions are common in VS/UWS patients ([@bb0005]), and more prevalent than in MCS patients ([@bb0115]) in whom the relative preservation of corticothalamic connections might support consciousness ([@bb0065]) and residual cognitive functions ([@bb0090]). It is also reported that deep brain stimulation of the bilateral centromedian-parafascicular complex can improve behavioral responsiveness and awareness in DOC patients ([@bb0040]), and that a circuit-level mechanism involving the central thalamus and parietal regions helps regulate awareness ([@bb0090]). Additionally, the thalamic subdivision we identified includes higher order nuclei rich in widely projecting matrix cells ([@bb0120]), the activity of which is thought to represent content-specific neural correlates of consciousness ([@bb0135]).

There are some limitations to the present study. The number of patients included in the analysis is relatively small, and the validity of our findings remains uncertain without replication in larger samples. A greater ratio of MCS patients to VS/UWS patients is also needed. It should also be noted that the generalizability of our study can apply only to patients able to be scanned without head movement artifacts, which can be especially present in DOC patients ([@bb0245]) because of limited or absent body control. We also did not study patients with severe structural deformation or damage in regions selected as ROIs. With only one follow-up we were not able to investigate relationships between neuroimaging markers and signs of transition from VS/UWS to MCS, and from MCS to normal consciousness. Having more follow-ups would also facilitate the development of an index or model for predicting the course and time to recovery.

The present study has shown the fine-grained architecture of the PMC and thalamus using diffusion tensor tractography, and revealed an involvement of dorsal and posterior sections of the posteromedial cortex, and the tracts between dpPMC and the VPL/Pu/CM region of the thalamus, in DOCs. This furthers our understanding of the neural basis of DOC, and offer potential avenues for treating these. Our findings may also casts light on the neurological mechanisms underpinning consciousness.
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Supplementary Table. Detailed demographic and clinical characteristics of patients.Image 1

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2018.07.025>.
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